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Synopsis: 
This document is an al-Qa’ida in Iraq martyrdom pledge, completed and signed by an individual named 
Muhammad Bin-Sabbar Muhammad al-Khuwi Abu-Yasir. 
 
Key Themes: 

By signing the pledge he agreed to the following points: 
1. He has entered Iraq for the sole purpose of carrying out a martyrdom operation.  He has 

taken this decision of his own free will and does not intend to become a combatant upon 
entry into Iraq. 

2. He agrees to obey all commanders and superiors. 
3. If he does not execute his intended operation the al-Qa’ida in Iraq organization is only 

responsible to send him out of Iraq. 
 

The remaining portion of the pledge is not available. 
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Document Summary: 
This is the front of a handwritten and fingerprinted pledge and agreement by Muhammad 
Bin-Sabbar Muhammad al-Khuwi Abu-Yasir stating that it is his personal desire to enter 
Iraq and ask for suicidal operation, to listen and obey the commanding leaders and, in 
case of decision change, that he owes the organization nothing except to get out of Iraq in 
an agreed and suitable way.  A picture of the subject is included in the document. 
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                                         Pledge and Contract  
 
I, undersigned, Muhammad Bin-Sabbar Muhammad al-Khuwi Abu-Yasir hereby pledge 
to the following:  
 
1.   That my entry in Iraq and my request to perform a martyrdom [TC: suicide 
operation] expresses my personal interest and desire and I do not intend to change this 
status to fighter after entry [TC: into Iraq] and I swear by God to that.    
 
2.  Complete obedience in fulfilling orders from my immediate chain of command. 
 
3.  In case I back up from executing, the organization is hereby absolved of any 
responsibility toward me including my deportation from Iraq by any means it may deem 
appropriate. 

 
[TC: Additional writing and a fingerprint are visible from the back side of the paper.]  
 
[End of Translation] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


